
Siem Reap - Honeymoon I Angkor And The Surrounding
Areas

Immerse yourself in the wonderful world around Siem Reap. Explore Angor with its great temples and enjoy some

romantic time on a dondola ride during sunset. Learn more about the culture and say goodbye with a common desire.

Day - 3 Siem Reap

SIEM REAP TOUR: KBAL SPEAN, BANTEAY SREI & TA PROHM (B, D)

After breakfast, drive to Kbal Spean and walk around 45 minutes through the forest in order
to reach the top of the hill, the “Thousand Linga River.” Discover the 10th – 12th century
sculptures chiselled into the rocky riverbed, the Royal Bath and the waterfall. Continue to the
enchanting temple of the Banteay Srei, nearly everyone’s favourite site. The special charm
of this temple lies in its compact size, remarkable state of preservation, and the excellence of
it decorative carvings. Return to Siem Reap town and visit one of the area’s most beautiful
temples, Ta Prohm (mid-12th – early 13th century). Intentionally, left partially unrestored,
massive fig and silk-cotton trees grow through it, the towers and corridors offering a ‘jungle
atmosphere’ and some of the best ‘tree-in-temple’ photo opportunities are here to find.
During the evening, before heading to Dinner including the Apasara Show, enjoy a 60
Minutes traditional Body Massage.
Overnight: Siem Reap
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Inclusions

4 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- Visit of Angkor Thom & Angkor Wat

- ride on an elephant

- Visit Kbal Spean and Banteay Srei

- romantic gondola paddle boat tour

- 60minute traditional body massage

- Apasara Show

- Visit Artisan D'Angkor

- Visit Shrine Preah Angk Chek Preah Ang Cham to make a

wish

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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